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Abstract
Cybercrime markets, which were once thought to be un-
stable platforms rife with scammers, have evolved over the
years into functioning markets which have proven to pose a
large threat on an international scale. These markets have
developed several methods in order to provide a better plat-
form for cyber criminals and reduce the risk of scammers.
In this paper we propose a framework in order to categorise
markets based on market mechanisms which provide a sta-
ble environment for an online platform. Furthermore, we
show the framework applied on multiple currently active
cybercrime markets.

CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy→ Economics of
security and privacy; Social aspects of security and privacy;

Keywords: Security, Cybercrime, Black markets, Security
economics, Dark web.

1 Introduction
Cybercrime has been growing for years and has seen large
development throughout. This can be largely accredited to
the rise and development of online criminal markets. These
markets have provided criminals easier access to malicious
activities and grants criminals opportunities to cooperate
online in their illegal ventures while maintaining anonymity.
As cybercrime develops, so do the online markets; these
markets provide a platform where business transactions take
place, are advertised and contacts are exchanged. However,
differing frommarkets operating in legal settings, cybercrime
markets deal with no legal accountability, this paired with
the anonymity of all participants creates a large void in trust.

Initially it was observed that cybercrimemarkets[8]mostly
operating in IRC (Internet relay chat) markets, due to their
untrustworthy nature, quickly deteriorated to amarket prone
to scammers and cheaters. These malicious sellers try to sell
their product for a higher price than its actual worth, abusing
the fact that a buyer is not able to determine the actual value
of the product. Furthermore, many buyers end up scammed
without receiving the product they bought. Over time, this
results in a market where buyers have no ability to determine
whether they will be cheated or not. This causes a market to
fail as customers are scared of losing money and stop doing
business on this market.

However as is demonstrated by Allodi et al.[4] we observe
a development from IRC markets towards more organised
markets using web forums. These cybercrime web forums

seem to mend some of the issues observed in IRC markets.
Methods are employed to ensure a higher degree of trust in
the market as well as mechanisms to discourage cheaters.
This rapid development of cybercrime is worrying as it shows
criminals are able to adapt from faulty market formats and
are heading towards a system wherein illegal business can
be maintained and thrive.
Because of this it is of vital importance to gain more un-

derstanding on which specific mechanisms markets employ,
how they are employed and the effect of the mechanisms on
the success of a market. With more understanding we hope
to improve our ability to predict the success of amarket based
on its mechanisms. In this paper, we propose a framework
for criminal markets defined by foundations and criteria of
well functioning markets. This framework is derived using
theoretical and observational data obtained from currently
operating markets. The theoretical data comes from liter-
ature reviews and the observational data is obtained from
practical observations made in the field. As we are limited in
our ability to interact with cybercrime markets due to their
illegal nature we take theoretical proofs from legal markets
and adapt them to the cybercrime domain. This way we can
observe the impact of the cybercrime domain on traditional
market structures. The goal of the framework is to be able to
differentiate a well-functioning market from a bad market
based on certain characteristics. This framework could then
be applied to determine which markets are of high value and
are interesting for further investigation.

2 Related work
Akerlof [3] determined the characteristics for a market for
lemons. A market for lemons occurs when there is asymme-
try of information between a buyer and a seller. Meaning, a
buyer is not easily able to determine the value of the item
that they are going to buy. Furthermore, market for lemons
occur when there is an incentive to cheat, e.g. scamming
earns a seller more money. Lastly, in a market for lemons,
buyers are not able to discern the quality of the items they
are buying. Market for lemons enables sellers to brand their
low quality item as high quality items, thereby earning more
money as they are more valuable. Simultaneously, honest
sellers with high quality items are losing customers to the
cheaters which appear to offer the same item for a lower
price. Over time the selling price of the same product from
the honest sellers and the cheaters will lead to an equilibrium
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where there is no possibility to predict whether a purchased
item is a lemon or not.
Florencio et al. [8] determined that cybercrime markets

support the characteristics for a market for lemons, forcing
these markets to eventually collapse and only support trade
which is prone to being scammed. It is important to note that
Florencio et al. focused on IRC markets, which nowadays are
less prevalent. Intuitively it makes little sense for markets
to be prone to scammers as criminals want to earn the most
amount of money. Since scamming buyers will result in less
buyers in the future, a scammer will essentially ruin their
own future prospect of any profit. Allodi et al. [4] showed
the development of cybercrime markets by examining cyber-
crime web forummarkets. They were able to show that these
markets have developed better market design and evolved
towards more matured and regulated market mechanisms.
Resulting in an overall better market experience for buyers
and sellers as well. This interestingly shows that criminals
are able to create stable market environments by employing
strategies to improve the market’s integrity.

The literature from [19], [5] and [1] shows that the under-
ground economy circulates a large amount of money and
goods which are all malicious in nature. Further pressing the
importance of research into online criminal markets. Pas-
trana et al.[17] and Franklin et al. [1] showed more insight
on the interaction of cyber criminals on online markets. Fo-
cusing more on the characteristics of the criminals and their
interaction with online markets.

3 Methodology
This section gives an overview of the methodology used in
this research to construct the framework. Firstly, it is of im-
portance that all markets are mainly focused on cybercrime,
therefore any markets focused on for example drugs or other
services are excluded from the research, whereas markets
focusing on for example credit cards, malware and stolen
databases are included. Secondly, this research focuses on
interactive market environments, therefore we only include
forum markets. Thirdly, due to limitations of legality we are
hindered in our ability to investigate some markets which
require any form of illegal interaction with the market. This
implies that any markets which require us to invest money
or provide a service might not be as fully investigated as
others.
We propose the following approach for the framework

divided in three steps: Feature derivation, feature evaluation
and outcome evaluation.

3.1 Feature derivation
The features for our framework will be derived from a combi-
nation of a literary approach and an exploratory approach. In
the exploratory approach we survey markets on their struc-
ture and mechanisms employed. This exploratory approach

will serve as a guideline for the papers that we will study in
the literary approach, as we will have a better understanding
on which papers are of interest. In the literary approach we
use the papers to categorise features which either improve
or deteriorate markets from a theoretical perspective.

3.2 Feature evaluation
From the feature derivation, we create a set of features which
can be evaluated on a market. These features are determined
using the feature derivation step and an on the field explo-
ration of many markets to ensure that the feature evaluation
is applicable to any market. The goal is to be able to evaluate
a set of markets using the features such that we can compare
the differences and similarities of any given market.

3.3 Outcome evaluation
Lastly, since it is difficult to know the actual success of any
given market we create a set of outcome features. These
outcome features serve to gain a better understanding of the
status of a market by using a set of measurable data. For this
we collect factual data on current or past notorious criminal
exploits and determine whether there is a connection to a
market for that exploit. This should give us an overview
of the degree of criminal notoriety for every market. Using
this degree we can evaluate whether markets with a higher
notoriety use certain features which lower notoriety markets
do not.

4 The framework
For this research we aim to create a framework on which
we can categorise cybercrime markets from a criminal’s per-
spective. To this extent, we propose a set of features that
describes observable characteristics of a market which could
support successful trade, namely "ground features". This set
of features will act as a labelling system that describes the
properties of an analysed market. We expect these features
to form clusters which in turn should provide us with insight
into good market features. Furthermore it could provide us
insights into how markets differ while being comparatively
similar on a fundamental level. Meaning that the framework
should result in certain features or groups of features which
indicate a successful market.
In order to validate the results of the scoring system, we

derive and measure another set of features, called "outcome
features", which will provide the ground truth in the identifi-
cation of a successful market. As we have no proof of which
current markets are successful we will have to make an ap-
proximation using these outcome features. The identification
of successful markets will be led by these outcome features
and should result in a sample of markets that are capable of
successfully supporting trade of meaningful criminal prod-
ucts and services, and those that are not. Finally, combining
these two sets of features should allow us to correlate the
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identified set of successful markets with the ground features
and result in clusters or single features of which we can
conclude they are an indicator a successful market.

4.1 Features derivation
Trustworthiness is the foundation for any transaction. In the
case of cybercrime, where both parties are untrustworthy
by the fact that they are criminals, and where both parties
are anonymous to a certain degree, trust is hard to establish.
However, criminals in cybercrime markets have employed
mechanisms which establish a degree of trust in their mar-
kets. In the following sections we describe these mechanisms
based on the literature.

4.1.1 Access mechanisms. Access mechanisms are an
important part of a market as it controls the flow of traders.
Cybercrime markets utilise access mechanisms to have con-
trol over the type of traders that enter their network, while
at the same time possibly constricting their market growth.
As shown by Florencio et al. [8] the IRC market employed
no access mechanisms, which resulted in a large flow of
traders. However having no access mechanism also resulted
in scammers having access to the market. Moreover, since
all markets imply anonymity, once a scammer was banned
they could simply regain access by creating a new account.

Somemarkets practice stricter access mechanisms in order
to make it harder for anyone to join the market. Fallman et
al. [6] already reported that, opposed to IRC, web forums
employ much stricter access mechanisms. Stricter access
mechanisms could vary from setting up an account with
a unique email, receiving an invite code or simply having
connection with certain cyber criminals.

4.1.2 Reputation system. As previouslymentioned, asym-
metry of information was one of the criteria for a market
for lemons. Melnik and Alm [15] in their research on eBay’s
reputation system observed that a seller’s reputation can be
used as a proxy for product quality. They concluded that the
seller reputation has a significant, although small, effect on
the price that buyers are willing to pay for a product. For this
reason many markets employ reputation systems to keep
track of the trustworthiness of sellers. Reputation systems
make use of reviews made by other users to establish the
reputation of sellers. This way prospective buyers can view
whether a seller has been honest in the past. From this we
can conclude that a reputation system can increase the trust
relation between a buyer and a sellers as they are willing to
spend more money to trade with an honest seller.
Greif [7] examines the reputation system used by the

Maghribi traders in the 11th-century. Similarly to cybercrime
web forums there is a commitment problem with little legal
accountability. They were able to show how these traders
operated using a reputation system which was effective at
producing honest trade and minimised cheating. In the case

of the Maghribi traders we noticed cases where traders ac-
cused of being dishonest while possibly being truthful would
still rather reimburse the other party to maintain their rep-
utation than trying to resist the accusations, showing that
reputation is extremely important to traders using these
systems.
Allodi et al. [4] showed the development to more ma-

ture and regulated cybercrime markets that exists nowadays.
Markets achieved this by implementing a reputation system
similar to modern legal markets in which all sellers have a
public reputation. This reputation is a direct reflection of the
trustworthiness of a seller. As was established in a market
for lemons, it is hard for buyers to determine the quality of
items. However, as previously mentioned, Melnik and Alm
determined that seller reputation can be used as a proxy
for quality characteristics of an item. In the case of mod-
ern trading in cybercrime forums we have to account for
any abuse, as it should not be the case that one can earn a
profit from false accusations. In the modern markets, Allodi
et al. observed similar reputation systems in the markets
they observed, however opposite from the Maghribi traders,
reputation did not accurately reflect trustworthiness of a
trader.
From this we can conclude that the system is prone to

abuse. A reputation system needs to ensure integrity towards
all users. If a user’s reputation can be influenced by himself,
for example using bots or fake accounts, then that reputation
becomes worthless. Even more, if one reputation cannot be
trusted then none of them can, causing the entire system to
fail.

4.1.3 Dispute resolution system. In order to preserve
trustworthiness a market needs some form of a dispute res-
olution system. Whenever two traders run into a disagree-
ment, the aim of the dispute resolution system is to restore
trust and investigate which party was faulted. This system
is also central for maintaining the integrity of the reputation
system, since anyone falsely accused of being a scammer
can create a dispute to defend themselves. Abedi et al. [2]
studied how trust is embedded in dispute resolution systems,
from this they were able to develop a standard for dispute
resolution systems. Furthermore, Nadler [16] investigated
whether online dispute resolution systems were a viable al-
ternative to traditional dispute resolution systems. It was
concluded that the mere existence of a dispute resolution
system was already a sign of trustworthiness of a market.
Furthermore, evidence shows that online dispute resolution
has a high success rate in regulated markets.

4.1.4 Trade protection. For cyber criminals trade protec-
tion is very important as it removes the need for trust be-
tween two parties. As we know trading between criminal
parties is mostly based on trust, which is extremely hard
to build on a criminal market. Therefore many markets em-
ploy systems which govern the trading between two parties
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ensuring that no party is cheated during trade. Therefore,
markets providing a trade protection service may ensure a
more trustworthy trading platform and are more attractive
to prospective traders[9]. Most often trade protection on
cybercrime forums is provided by an escrow service[10][11].
One flaw with these services is that the escrow provider
needs to be trusted as well. Many markets therefore provide
or recommend an escrow service which shows traders that
the market itself trusts the escrow.

4.1.5 User interaction. The rise of forum markets also
offers huge potential for networking. Pastrana et al. [17]
gave insight into the characteristics of cybercrime market
users. Franklin et al. [1] have further studied how cybercrime
market operate and how hacking for profit have developed
for traders. Furthermore, several studies [6] [14] have in-
vestigated the interaction between traders on cybercrime
markets. This shows the differences between several groups
on the market such as high reputation sellers. The research
shows that there is a huge amount of networking going on in
cybercrime forums. As stated by Akerlof, one of the criteria
for a market for lemons is the asymmetry of information.
Due to the large amount of networking occurring on cy-
bercrime markets, the asymmetry of information could be
decreased due to the ability to more easily share information.

4.1.6 Review systems. Similarly to regulated markets,
most web forummarkets employ some form of review system
for certain products. These review systems aim to encour-
age honest traders and punish dishonest traders. Korfiatis et
al. [12] showed that these online review systems do indeed
contribute to the quality estimation of online content. Li et
al. [13] Also showed that companies that encourage buy-
ers to leave honest reviews on their product generate 30%
more sales than those who do not. Moreover, with the rise
of web forums, not only can people leave honest reviews on
products, they can also leave comments, more elaborately
explaining their critique of the product. Pavlou et al. [18]
observed that these text reviews are often more helpful to
other buyers than their number based counterpart.

4.2 Features evaluation
In order to establish a framework to characterise cybercrime
markets we have to establish what characteristics of a market
result in a well operating market and which characteristics
are malicious. Important to note with all knowledge we have
on markets is that cybercrime markets operate on a level
with no legal authority. Meaning that in normal markets
users always have the option to report fraudulent activity to
the local authorities or the bank. In cybercrime markets this
option is not available as the mere interaction with cyber-
crime could be punishable. This means that for cybercrime
markets, any market design is prone to abuse. Therefore it
is important to examine whether a mechanism which has

a positive effect in a market which operates in a legal set-
ting might be abused in cybercrime markets and cause an
opposite effect.

The ground features are the features on which the frame-
work is built, they are formed from the literature review
and observations in the field. These features are observable
features which one can identify in any given cybercrime
web forum market, given appropriate access level to the mar-
ket. The ground features are categorised by the overarching
principles of market design. For every feature we have the
following options as results: False, True and Unknown, where
Unknown is labelled wherever true or false cannot be de-
duced. Furthermore Unknown is used when a feature is a
specification for another feature which was already labelled
as False. For the ground features we propose the following
features:

4.3 Ground features
4.3.1 Access mechanisms. Access mechanisms control
the incoming flow of users on a market. Stricter access mech-
anisms reduce the incoming flow of users, however, as was
seen by the Maghribi traders, more restrictive access might
also be an incentive not to cheat, since cheating could result
in getting banned. The effort taken in getting a foothold
on a good market with restricted access might trump the
value gained from cheating. There are several degrees of ac-
cess restriction for cybercrime markets, for the features we
pick the most common ones. Open, which means no restric-
tions whatsoever. Invite access mechanisms, where you need
some approval of the admin in order to gain access, through
either an invite or a manual approval. Community based
access mechanisms, where already existing members of the
community can vote or vouch for a new member. Payroll
access mechanisms, where one has to pay a fee in order to
access the market. Furthermore, some markets might employ
combinations of access mechanisms or have sections in the
market segregated by another access mechanisms.
We evaluate the access mechanisms of a market by evaluat-
ing whether the market is:

1. An open platform with no restricted access mecha-
nisms.

2. A platform with an invite (pull-in) access mechanism.
3. A platform with a community based (pull-in) access

mechanism.
4. A platform with a payroll access mechanism.
5. An open platform with a segregated part which is

restricted by an access mechanism.

4.3.2 User reputation systems. Reputation systems on
markets aim to create a system where users with a higher
reputation are perceived as more honest by other users, re-
sulting in willingness to trade with them. Hereby also re-
sulting in the discouragement of cheating. As initial gain
from fraudulent trading will lower chances of any trading
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in the future. As observed from the literature, reputation
systems have significant effect on online markets and are
therefore very important to examine. Therefore the existence
of a reputation system by itself could have large implications
in establishing trust. However, since we are dealing with
criminals a market has to account for any abuse of the rep-
utation system. Therefore a reputation system also has to
be enforced, because a market has to ensure that a user’s
reputation is actually based on real trade history. Ensuring
that the perception of a user’s reputation adheres to reality.
We evaluate the reputation systems of a market by evaluating
whether the market has:

6. A reputation system which increases or decreases rep-
utation based on user reviews.

7. A reputation system of which gain and loss in reputa-
tion reflects real interactions in the market.

8. A reputation system of which reputation scores can
only be influenced by users who actively participate
in the market.

9. Privileged statuses that can be obtained via payment.

4.3.3 Dispute resolution systems. The dispute resolu-
tion system aims to resolve a dispute between two users on a
market. The dispute is mediated by another party, most often
administrators of the market. As we observed in the litera-
ture, the existence of a dispute resolution system already has
an impact on market trustworthiness. However, the way the
mechanisms is implemented can have a large effect on effec-
tiveness. The neutrality of the mediator is an important part
of the dispute resolution system, as a biased mediator might
give an unfair judgement. Since markets are not regulated
by law, no party is obligated to play by the rules. Therefore
we also have to observe whether the market is honest with
its users and does not allow for abuse of the system. Lastly,
the way users are punished could have an implication on the
popularity of a market. Since very strict punishments could
imply a large deterrent for cheaters, however it could also
scare away honest traders fearing false judgements. As with
strict punishments, one wrong conviction of being a cheater
could ruin months of reputation gain.
We evaluate the dispute resolution systems of a market by
evaluating whether the market has:

10. A dispute resolution system in which two parties can
resolve a dispute mediated by another party.

11. A dispute resolution system with a restricted access.
12. A dispute resolution system of which the mediator is

a neutral third party.
13. A dispute resolution system of which users marked as

cheaters are banned from the market.
14. A dispute resolution system of which users marked as

cheaters receive a loss in reputation.

4.3.4 Trade protection. In order to further prevent users
from getting scammed, many markets employ trade protec-
tion mechanisms such as an escrow service. In an escrow a
third party arranges the distribution of money or products.
Meaning that the third party holds on to products or money
to ensure both parties receive their promised items. Market
traders are able to employ an escrow of their choice during
transactions, however sometimes markets actively promote
or even provide an escrow service on their platform. This
should further protect market users as the platform encour-
ages all users to protect their trade, whereas some novice
traders might not be aware of such systems.
We evaluate the trade protection systems of a market by
evaluating whether the market:

15. Recommends the use of an escrow service.
16. Provides an escrow service on platform.

4.3.5 User interaction. In a market which operates as a
public forum, where any user can share anything with other
users the flow of information is greatly increased. This en-
ables users to share information on products, share contacts
and ask questions. As discussed in the literature, in a market
for lemons, the asymmetry of information causes buyers to
end up with a bad quality product or end up with a product
they did not need. The public flow of information could edu-
cate users on what a product does or perhaps point people
to the right product for their needs. Furthermore, the private
messaging on forums accommodates criminals in discussing
deals.
We evaluate the user interaction systems of a market by
evaluating whether the market:

17. Allows for public user communication.
18. Allows for private user communication.

4.3.6 Product review systems. Review systems provide
market users with a way to observe the quality of products
on the market. Reviews can occur in several forms, from
a numbered rating (e.g. 3/5 stars) or written text reviews
detailing critique of the product. Similar systems are widely
employed in legal online markets and have proven to be
effective. Furthermore, from our study we have observed
that these systems are available on many online cybercrime
platforms. However, in the unregulated space of cybercrime
we have to account for any abuse of the system. The market
needs to ensure the reviews are fair, honest and real; this is
a problem in legal markets as well, so we expect this to form
an even larger problem in cybercrime markets.
We evaluate the product review systems of a market by eval-
uating whether the market:

19. Allows for numbered rating reviews for products.
20. Allows for product reviews which can be left only after

trade is completed.
21. Allows for written reviews for products.
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4.4 Outcome features
In order to verify which ground features are actually indica-
tive of a good or bad market we use a set of outcome features
to manually find a set of good and bad markets. Using this
set we can correlate the markets with the framework. The
goal of the outcome features is to pick features which are
trivially indicative of either a good or bad market. For this
reason we investigate markets which are reported to be no-
torious from various sources. Firstly, we inspect whether
the name of a market has been noteworthy in any security
reports or police takedowns. In this case the market must
have done something right for it to be interesting enough for
a report. Secondly, we investigate prominent users and their
activity on markets. If a high value criminal is very active on
a certain market, then that market most likely supports good
trade. Lastly, we inspect notorious technology being traded
on markets. If a market features a notorious technology then
this market must have good connections in order to feature
this technology. If for any market, product or user this is the
case, we consider these as notorious. These outcome features
combined should give us a good estimate on good and bad
markets. For the outcome features we therefore propose the
following features:

1. The market has a notorious reputation in the cyber
security field.

2. The market features a notorious technology or prod-
uct.

3. A notorious user is active on the market.

5 Results and discussion
In Table 1 an overview of all markets with their correspond-
ing features and outcome results can be found. Below this Ta-
ble 2 can be found as well which gives an additional overview
of all the feature definitions together with the outcome defi-
nitions. In this section we will further discuss the outcome
of the features categorised by feature group.

5.1 Access mechanisms
In Figure 1 we can see an overview of the distribution of
access mechanisms across all markets in the research. As we
observe, most of the markets concern open access platforms
with segregated sections. Furthermore, not many markets
are fully open markets which shows that markets prefer
having some form of restriction, especially since gaining
access to restricted sections often entails paying money to
the market. Furthermore, leaving a market fully open poses
a higher risk for bot accounts or fake secondary accounts.
Another interesting observation is the fact that of all the
markets that we observed, those that use a community pull-
in access mechanism, meaning they need other members
to vouch for them, also let the users bypass this using a
payroll mechanism. Thus there was no market that solely
used a community pull-in access mechanisms. A possible

reason for this could be that gathering vouches might be
quite difficult for some members who are then able to use
the payroll mechanism, while also earning the market some
money.

15%

15%

10%

15%

45%

Open access
Pull-in access
Payroll access
Community pull-in and payroll
Segregated open access

Figure 1. Distribution of the access mechanisms.

5.2 User reputation systems
In Figure 2 we show the labelling of the reputation system
features over all markets. We observe that almost all markets
use some form of a reputation system. This also confirms
our literature where evidence was found of these systems
having a meaningful impact on the success of a market. Fur-
thermore, half of the markets tried to ensure that reputation
was influenced based on real user behaviour. Although, most
markets only allowed active users to influence reputation.
This could make it more difficult for cheaters on the market
to influence their own reputation using bots or secondary
accounts, ensuring the reputation system is a better repre-
sentation of actual good traders. Lastly, we notice that half
of all markets allow users to receive privileged statuses via
payment, these statuses help traders to get more attention
for their products while simultaneously earning the market
some money. These statuses also allow traders to bypass the
reputation system using money which could pose a threat
for the stability of the reputation system of a market. It is
also important to note that some features are labelled as
Unknown, this is often due to there not existing a reputation
system, therefore more specific features such as f11 and f12
cannot be labelled. Furthermore, some markets due to the
strict access mechanisms did not give us full access to the
market which blocked us from evaluating certain features.
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fuckav

bhf

Reverse

Enclave

CRDClub

DarknetCity

Omerta

Ver

Exploit

Antichat

Cebulka

Rutor

Altenen

RaidForums

BlackHatWorld

CryptBB

CrackingPro

XSS

Nulled

Deeptor

Reputation Real interactions Active users Privileged status

False True Unknown

Figure 2. Overview of the features on user reputation sys-
tems for every market.

5.3 Dispute resolution systems
For the evaluation we observed that most markets do employ
some form of dispute resolution mechanism. Furthermore,
in all cases which we could observe these systems were open
to use for all users. We also observed that most mediators
were often the administrators or the moderators themselves.
In cases where the admins were active traders themselves
we listed them as non-neutral, as even examples were found
of admins being the defending party. Lastly, we observe that
in most cases users who are marked as scammers are also
banned from the market.

5.4 Trade protection
Out of all markets roughly half of them actively promote the
use of an escrow service, be it on platform or an external one.
More interestingly however, is the fact that more than half of
all markets employed an escrow service on the platform. This
ranged from admins proposing themselves as a middleman
themselves to professional third-party services being pro-
vided on the market. This also shows that most markets do
use escrow systems but not all actively promote them.Which
is interesting because beginning cyber criminals might not
be aware of or know how to use such systems, while this
group is already most likely to be scammed as newcomers
to a market and thus could benefit the most from an escrow.

5.5 User interaction
Due to the nature of forum-markets, trivially all markets have
some form of public user communication. More interestingly

however, is the fact that there are a fewmarkets which do not
allow for private user communication. In these cases markets
expect users to arrange private communication themselves
using an off-platform communication tool such as jabber or
telegram.

5.6 Product review systems
For product review systems we observe that only a few mar-
kets use a numbered rating review for products, considering
the prevalence of this feature on markets in a legal setting
this seems quite odd. However it could be argued that user
reputation could be used as a proxy for product quality. Fur-
thermore, we notice that all markets allow text review, this
is not surprising due to the nature of a forum-market it is
always an option to comment on a product thread and leave
a review. Lastly, of all markets we had access to, we only
observed one case where product reviews could only be left
after the trade was completed. This could especially harm
markets that do not have strict access mechanisms as bots
or secondary accounts could be used to falsely increase or
decrease the review of a product.

5.7 Overview
In Figure 3 we show an overview of all the main features
over all markets. Main features here being: f6, f10, f16, f18
and f19. To summarise, we display whether each market has
a reputation system, a dispute resolution system, provides
an escrow service, provides private communication and if it
allows for numbered reviews on products.
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Enclave

CRDClub
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Antichat
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Reputation Dispute Escrow Private com. Num. review
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Figure 3. Overview of the main features for every market.
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Figure 4. Hierarchical clustering of all markets based on
their features.

We can observe that overall many markets seem to have
these main features enabled, which confirms our literature
that these features are indeed very important for a market to
have in order to thrive. Interestingly, there are a few markets
which did not appear to have a user reputation system nor a
product review system, in this case it would be very difficult
for users to discern whether a product or the seller can be
trusted. We would expect these markets to have an increased
amounts of scammers depending on the strictness of the
access mechanism. However, getting a quantitative analysis
on the amount of scammers on a market is very difficult,
therefore we cannot confirm this statement.

For the categorisation of markets we can use the features
from the framework and create a clustering of the markets
based on the difference in features. Figure 4 shows a dendro-
gram obtained from hierarchical clustering. The clustering
was performed with a complete linkage dissimilarity and
the distance method used was Jaccard asymmetric binary
distance. The reason we used complete linkage to calculate
the clusters is because we are most interested in which mar-
kets are alike and not necessarily which markets are outliers.
Important to note is that we converted all Unknown values
to False, as we are more interested in which features markets
do have. Furthermore, using Unknown values for clustering

would result in confusing clusters, since Unknown can either
mean that we were not able to deduce the feature or that its
corresponding main feature did not exist in the first place.
Because of this alteration we only have binary data, therefore
we choose to use a binary distance calculation clustering.

From the clustering we can see a few interesting observa-
tions. Firstly, Omerta is very distinct from the other markets,
this confirms our labelling as well as first-hand experience, as
this market was extremely difficult to gain access to which al-
lowed us to only label a few features. It would be interesting
to use this dendrogram to create several clusters and com-
pare the performance of the markets with each other. From
this we could then deduce whether the success of a market
is mostly based on its features or whether there are other
underlying factors which decide the success of a market.

5.8 Outcome evaluation
For the outcome evaluation we used various data from cy-
bercrime reports and journals containing products, actors
and platforms from the cybercrime world. From this data
we collected all actors which were listed as either sellers
or creators of products and the corresponding products be-
longing to those actors. We then parsed all the actors and
products on all markets and observed the results. Since the
actors (Out3) in these reports were mostly already arrested,
there was no clear evidence of current activity on anymarket
currently. We do however know from the reports whether
certain actors were active on certain platforms. For the prod-
ucts (Out2), since these might have been distributed around
quite a lot it was often quite easy to find evidence of some
notorious products on the markets. Lastly for the platforms
Out1we observedwhether any of themarkets in our research
occurred in the data.

Using these three outcome evaluations we can have some
idea of the notoriety of a market. However, since the data is
based on cybercrime reports, most of the evidence of activ-
ity of actors was already wiped and no actual evidence of
activity could be found. Furthermore, since the sellers or cre-
ators of the products were already arrested the tools would
often be widespread, which does not very actively reflect an
exclusive product sold on only the most prestigious markets.
Therefore using this method it is too difficult to provide a
proper quantitative correlation of the outcome evaluation
with the features. If in the future there were a better way to
quantitatively assess the success of a market, then it would
be possible to assess which features reflect a successful mar-
ket. However due to scope of the project this was not within
reach.
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Table 1. Overview of all markets with their features and outcomes. 0=False, 1=True, 2=Unknown, C=Complete, P=Partial, N=None.

Access Reputation Dispute Trade Interact. Review Outcome
Markets F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 F18 F19 F20 F21 Out1 Out2 Out3
Deeptor 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 N P P
Nulled 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 N C P
XSS 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 C C C
CrackingPro 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 N N P
CryptBB 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 N N N
BlackHatWorld 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 N P P
RaidForums 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 N C P
Altenen 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 C P P
Rutor 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 N C P
Cebulka 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 2 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 N P P
Antichat 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 N C P
Exploit 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 C NA P
Ver 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 N N P
Omerta 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 C NA NA
DarknetCity 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 N P P
CRDClub 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 N C P
Enclave 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 N N N
Reverse 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 N P N
Bhf 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 N C P
Fuckav 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 C N N

Table 2. Overview of the features and their description.

Access Mechanisms
F1 An open platform with no restricted access mechanisms.
F2 A platform with an invite (pull-in) access mechanism.
F3 A platform with a community based (pull-in) access mechanism.
F4 A platform with a payroll access mechanism.
F5 An open platform with a segregated part which is restricted by

an access mechanism.
User reputation
F6 A reputation system which increases or decreases reputation

based on user reviews.
F7 A reputation system of which gain and loss in reputation reflects

real interactions in the market.
F8 A reputation system of which reputation scores can only be

influenced by users who actively participate in the market.
F9 Privileged statuses that can be obtained via payment.

Dispute resolution
F10 A dispute resolution system in which two parties

can resolve a dispute mediated by another party.
F11 A dispute resolution system with a restricted

access.
F12 A dispute resolution system of which the media-

tor is a neutral third party.
F13 A dispute resolution system of which users

marked as cheaters are banned from the mar-
ket.

F14 A dispute resolution system of which users
marked as cheaters receive a loss in reputation.

Trade protection
F15 Recommends the use of an escrow service.
F16 Provides an escrow service on platform.

User interaction
F17 Allows for public user communication.
F18 Allows for private user communication.
Product review
F19 Allows for numbered rating reviews for

products.
F20 Allows for product reviews which can be

left only after trade is completed.
F21 Allows for written reviews for products.
Outcome
Out1 The market has a notorious reputation in

the cyber security field.
Out2 The market features a notorious technol-

ogy or product.
Out3 A notorious user is active on the market.
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6 Conclusion and future work
The contribution of this paper is to show a method for cate-
gorising markets based on their characteristics. This follows
the finding of Allodi et al. [4] where it was shown that cyber-
crime markets have developed to stable and well functioning
platforms. This paper shows how we can analyse these new
developments by creating a framework based on our current
knowledge on mechanisms for market stabilisation. Further-
more, we show an example of the framework in the form of
a group of markets labelled of which we made an evaluation
of their actual success based on security reports.
In this paper due to the scope of the thesis we were only

able to work with a small sample size of markets thus no real
quantitative analysis could be made. However, a large scale
approach of the framework on a larger part of the under-
ground market would be an interesting development which
could show improvement points on the current framework.
Furthermore, due to ethical reasons we were not able to in-
vestigate deeply into high level criminal markets, however
investigation into these markets might show interesting dif-
ferences. Such an approach would prove difficult for univer-
sities, but could prove interesting for governmental agencies
who are more liberal regarding legal matters.
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